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While there are numerous technical assets available, often you have to search through various
them to find the information you use on a daily basis. And keeping a library ideal for a
extensive practice can become quite costly. The new edition of a bestseller, Security
Professional's Reference and Study Guide, Second Edition offers a single-source reference
that contains all the information necessary to handle the day-to-day jobs of a practicing
commercial hygienist. A assortment of information drawn from textbooks, journals, and the
author’s more than 25 years of knowledge, the reference provides, as the title implies, not
really a research help but a reference that has remaining power on your library shelf. New
Chapters in the Second Edition cover: Behavior-based safety programs Safety auditing
methods and techniques Environmental administration Measuring health insurance and safety
functionality OSHA’s laboratory safety standard Process safety management standard BCSPs
Code of Ethics The book offers a quick table reference in addition to a reference for
preparations for the Associate Security Professional (ASP), Certified Protection Professional
(CSP), Occupational Health and Safety Technologist (OHST), and the Construction Health and
Security Technologist (CHST) examinations.
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Will need to have ASP prep If you're planning to take the ASP exam, spend the money to buy
this publication. There is no better prep out there. The questions from the check are literally
pulled from this resource. A+ A+ Great book and Resource Great publication as a resource.
Furthermore, 30-35%% of queries I encountered during the exam were not covered beneath
the material in the publication. Helped with CSP This book was part of my prep plan for the
CSP exam, that i passed on the first try therefore i do recommend it! I chose earlier this year
that I needed to go ahead and take my Associate Protection Professional (ASP) exam through
the Table of Certified Safety Specialists. I haven't used the ASP exam however but I'm
guessing this will have been an advisable tool for the test as well as a daily work reference.. I
used it nearly every day at function for one cause or another. If you're planning on acquiring
the ASP or CSP exam I would recommend you make this among your primary sources of
study. If not it will serve you well as a guide in your everyday jobs. Health Professionals! Great
for CSP Prep I bought this book to help me prepare for my CSP (Certified Protection
Professional) Test. I actually only read the "key notes" by the end of every chapter and
approved the exam the 1st time. I also utilized the SPAN online platform to greatly help study
for the CSP. I studied both for about 3 days! I have since read the entire book and have to say
it book is filled with great information! Very Comprehensive Guide This is an extremely
thorough summary of safety procedures and techniques... In the event that you really depend
on this book, you'll have a tough period preparing for the test and it may also discourage you
when you solve a math related problem and get an answer unique of author's (which
generally is a calculation error on the author's component). This is a GREAT book in case you
are a Safety Professional This is a GREAT book in case you are a Safety Professional,
somebody who is interested in getting into the field, or someone that requires information and
needs a reliable source to make reference to.), took some mini assessments from Pocket Prep
(Android App) and took the BCSP personal assessments. I bough the first edition a couple of
years ago to use as a guide for a few of the more specialized problems I ran into as a
Protection Professional. A must have publication for practicing Safety & Good luck and be
safe! Box was open up when I received it. Health Professionals! Quick reference and your
finger tips, and good resource for BCSP certification exams. GOOD DEAL great resource Great
reference Great for reference. I did so use other material but I purchased and used the next
edition as my primary study guide. Box was open when I received it. A must have book for
practicing Security & Great book, worth the buy Great reference! Good reference but lots of
mistakes Given that few comprehensive books are for sale to ASP/CSP prep, this could be
considered an excellent reference. Obviously written and organized in a logical and easy to
follow manner. Spend the money to prep, it'll more than pay off when you consider the
examination. BEST STUDY GUIDE EVER I purchased this publication in March. Go through it
twice, studied the main element notes in the back of each Chapter and highlighed the tar from
the book. However, it is filled with mistakes and calculation mistakes. ON, MAY 25 I exceeded
my ASP and July 5 I exceeded my CSP. I approved my ASP test yesterday and have to give
this text most of the credit. I want the author had someone review it before they made a
decision to publish the publication OR, at least, republish another edition that is not flooded
with errors..that's only 41 days between tests. This is my primary study material for both lab
tests. I also read the first fifty percent of Braur's Basic safety for Engineers (good publication,
but the Yate's book may be the bomb!! I would have not really recommended this publication
if there have been other better options available. I got to work today and the first thing I do
was wear it my bookshelf, so I'll maintain it handy forever. In addition to this as an incredible

study guideline it is a wonderful resource guide.
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